
End of Rotation #5-1 

Personal Coping: Yoga



Yoga

Originating in ancient India, Yoga is a practice with physical, mental, and spiritual 
components, most often utilized in the West as a form of physical exercise and 
meditation. Its practitioners have touted its benefits for thousands of years, while 
modern neuroscience has only just started to elaborate the mechanisms through 
which it may work.

One of the more robust theoretical frameworks for how Yoga exerts its benefits 
explains that Yoga strengthens our top-down/high level brain while also improving 
the self-regulatory function of our bottom-up/lower level networks. In response to 
breathing and postural feedback, prefrontal cortical areas (PFC), notably the ven-
tromedial PFC (vmPFC), modulate stress-responsive brain regions including the 
amygdala (AMY), hippocampus (HPC), and hypothalamus (HYP), to improve hy-
pothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activity, autonomic balance, and inflam-
mation, thereby reducing drive from bottom-up stress pathways. Additionally, the 
meditative aspects of yoga encourage positive coping mediated by the Executive 
Homeostatic Network (containing PFC structures including the dorsolateral PFC 
(DLPFC), and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)), thereby reducing stress 
burden. In this way, yoga may function through top-down and bottom-up mecha-
nisms for the regulation of cognition, emotions, behaviors, and peripheral physi-
ology. It is through these effects that Yoga is also effective at decreasing depression 
and anxiety symptoms, in addition to combating the deleterious effects of stress.



Round Table Discussion / Exercise:
Practicing pranayama (breathing techniques) with asana (body positioning)

Three Part Breathing

This slow, smooth breathing offers benefits for decreasing insomnia, anxiety, 
stress, and frustrating situations. Three Part Breathing calms the mind and 
soothes the muscles. It can be a nice way to end a late evening practice or begin a 
restorative practice.
 
 1.  Sit on the ground in Sukhasana or “easy pose” (as below) and close  

your eyes.

 2. Place one hand on your upper chest and the other on your navel. 
 3.  Inhale slowly into your chest then feel the breath move into your upper 

abdomen, and finally puff your belly out like a balloon. 
 4.  Slowly release the breath in the same way, smoothly exhaling the air 

from your belly, then your upper abdomen, then your chest.
 5.  Continue for up to 3 minutes, or as long as you feel comfortable.

After completing this excercise, please return to the EOR 5 card to add the New 
Game Element and complete the End of Rotation events.
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